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Javascript
Client side Programming

Client Side Programming
• Client-side scripting refers to the programs that are
executed on client-side. Client-side scripts contains the
instruction for the browser to be executed in response to
certain user’s action.

Javascript Inroduction
• Javascript is a lightweight interpreted programming
language
• Most popular client side scripting language
• Used mainly for enhancing the interaction of a user with the
webpage.
• JavaScript was developed by Brendan
Eich in 1995
• Chrome, Mozilla Firefox , Safari and
every browser you know as of today,
supports Javascript.
• JavaScript is also being used widely in
web development, game development
and Mobile application development.

Javascript Inroduction
• Javascript is not Java
– JavaScript and Java are very much unrelated. Java is a
complex programming language whereas JavaScript is only
a scripting language.
– The syntax of JavaScript is mostly influenced by the
programming language C.
– JavaScript was developed by Netscape Java was developed
by Sun

Javascript based frameworks
• There are many useful Javascript frameworks and libraries
available:
jQuery

Vue.js

Mithril

Node.js

Ext.js

Polymer

Angular

Ember.js

Aurelia

React

Meteor

Backbone.js

It is difficult to give a complete list of all the available Javascript
frameworks and libraries. The Javascript world is just too large
and too much new is happening.

Running Javascript
• Being a scripting language, JavaScript cannot run on
its own. In fact, the browser is responsible for
running JavaScript code. When a user requests an
HTML page with JavaScript in it, the script is sent to the
browser and it is up to the browser to execute it.
• Javascript is case sensitive
• Tools required
– Text Editor for writing code
• Notepad++, Visual Studio , Sublime Text, Atom or any other text editor

– Browser to display the web page
• Chrome, Firefox, Microsoft Edge, Internet Explorer etc.

Javascript Example
<html>
• place all your JavaScript
code within <script>
<head>
tags (<script> and </script>)
<title>Example</title>
if you are keeping your
<script type="text/javascript">
JavaScript code within the
HTML document itself
alert("Hello World!");
</script>
• Javascript code or functions
</head>
can be put in a separate file
<body>
as well.
</body>
</html>

• The <script> elements can be
placed anywhere in the
<head> or <body> tag of an
HTML document.

Javascript Variables
• Variables are declared using keyword var
e.g., var UserName=“Athar”;
e.g., var one = 22;
var two = 3;
var add = one + two;
document.write(add);
All JavaScript variables must be identified with unique names in its scope
The general rules for constructing names for variables (unique identifiers) are:
• Names can contain letters, digits, underscores, and dollar signs.
• Names must begin with a letter
• Names can also begin with $ and _
• Names are case sensitive (y and Y are different variables)
• Reserved words (like JavaScript keywords) cannot be used as names

Javascript Variables
•

Javascript variables are untyped: we can assign a value of any type to a
variable, and later assign a value of a different type to the same
variable.

•

Variables declared outside of a function are global variables and are
visible everywhere in a Javascript program. Variables declared inside a
function have function scope and are visible only to code that appears
inside that function.

Javascript Reserved Words

Javascript Datatypes
• JavaScript allows us to work with three primitive data types −
– Numbers, eg. 123, 120.50 etc.
– Strings of text e.g. "This text string" etc.
– Boolean e.g. true or false.
• JavaScript also defines two trivial data
types, null and undefined, each of which defines only a single value.
• In addition to primitive data types, JavaScript supports a composite
data type known as object (Arrays, Date, Math, ……. )
• Number, String, and Boolean are also available as Objects

Javascript Datatypes
• JavaScript evaluates expressions from left to right.
Different sequences can produce different results:
var x = 5 + 2 + “Palestine";
20Palestine
var x = “Palestine" + 14 + 7;
Palestine147

Javascript Datatypes
• Undefined
• In JavaScript, a variable without a value, has the
value undefined. The type is also undefined.
e.g., var car; // Value is undefined, type is undefined
• Any variable can be emptied, by setting the value
to undefined. The type will also be undefined.
• E.g., car = undefined; // Value is undefined, type is
undefined

• Empty
• An empty value has nothing to do with undefined.
• An empty string has both a legal value and a type.
e.g., var car = "";

// The value is "", the typeof is "string“

Javascript Datatypes
• Null
• In JavaScript null is "nothing". It is supposed to be something that
doesn't exist.
• the data type of null is an object.
• You can empty an object by setting it to null:
e.g.,
var person = {firstName:“Asif", lastName:“Iqbal", age:50};
person = null; // Now value is null, but type is still an object
Difference Undefined and NULL

undefined and null are equal in value but different in type:
typeof undefined
// undefined
typeof null
// object
null === undefined
// false
null == undefined
// true

Javascript Operators
• JavaScript supports the following types of operators.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Arithmetic Operators (+, -, *, /, %, ++, --)
Comparison Operators(==, !=, >, <, >=, <=)
Logical (or Relational) Operators (&&, ||, !)
Assignment Operators (=, +=, -=, *=,/=,%=,…..)
Bitwise Operators(&, |, ^, ~, <<, >>, >>>)
Conditional (or ternary) Operators:
typeof Operator: returns string indicating the data type of the
operand. E.g.,

Javascript Control structures
•
•
•
•

if statement
if...else statement
if...else if... statement.
switch(expression)
switch (expression) {
case condition 1: statement(s)
break;
case condition 2: statement(s)
break;
...
case condition n: statement(s)
break;
default: statement(s) }

Javascript Loops
•
•
•
•
•

for (variablename in object) {
statement or block to execute
}

while
do … while
<html>
for
<body>
<h2>JavaScript For/In Loop</h2>
for.. in
<p id="demo"></p>
for .. of
<script>

var txt = "";
var person = {fname:”Asif", lname:”Iqbal", age:25};
var x;
for (x in person) {
txt += person[x] + " ";
}
document.getElementById("demo").innerHTML = txt;
</script>
</body>
</html>

Javascript functions
• A function is a block of code which will be executed only
if it is called.
• A function can also be associated with an event, and will
be executed only when that particular event occurs
• You may call a function from anywhere within a page (or
even from other pages if the function is embedded in an
external .js file).
JavaScript functions are
defined with the function
keyword.

function functionname()
{
// lines of code to be executed
}

Javascript External file
Index.html
<html>
<head>
<script type="text/javascript" src=
"message.js"></script>
</head>
<body>
<p>Welcome to JavaScript</p>
<form>
<input type="button" value="click"
onclick="msg()"/>
</form>
</body>
</html>

Message.js
function msg()
{
alert("Hello Javatpoint");
}

Javascript Events
• JavaScript's interaction with HTML is handled through
events that occur when the user or the browser
manipulates a page.
–
–
–
–
–
–

page loads
user clicks a button
pressing any key
Changing the contents in textbox
closing a window
resizing a window, etc.

• Developers can use these events to execute JavaScript
coded responses, which cause buttons to close
windows, messages to be displayed to users, data to be
validated, and virtually any other type of response
imaginable.

Javascript Events
• Events are a part of the Document Object Model (DOM) Level
3 and every HTML element contains a set of events which
can trigger JavaScript Code.
• HTML allows event handler attributes, with JavaScript code,
to be added to HTML elements.
e.g.,
<button onclick="document.getElementById('demo').innerHT
ML = Date()">The time is?</button>
• Instead of adding Javascript code as a value of event handler
attribute as shown above, we can also write the name of a
javascript function which will be called and executed only
when that event occurs. Javascript function can be placed in
the same page or in some external .js file.
• <Input type=text id=txt1 onchange=“Validate()”/>

Javascript Events
• Common HTML Events

•

Event

Description

onclick

The user clicks an HTML element

onchange

An HTML element has been changed

onmouseover

The user moves the mouse over an HTML element

onmouseout

The user moves the mouse away from an HTML element

onkeydown

The user pushes a keyboard key

onload

The browser has finished loading the page

JavaScript Reference HTML DOM Events can be accessed here:
https://www.w3schools.com/jsref/dom_obj_event.asp

Javascript Events
• Example: onMouseOver and onMouseOut are often
used to create "animated" buttons.
<html>
<body>
<script>
function f1() {
document.images[0].src=“pic2.jpg“ }
function f2() {
document.images[0].src=“pic1.jpg“ }
</script>
<img src=“pic1.jpg" width=200 height=150
onMouseOver=f1() onMouseOut= f2()>
</body>
</html>

Javascript Events
• Example: onchange event at work
<html>
<body>
Enter your name: <input type="text" id="fname" onchange="myFunction()">
<script>
function myFunction() {
var x = document.getElementById("fname");
x.value = x.value.toUpperCase();
}
</script>
</body>
</html>
When you leave the input field, a function is triggered which
transforms the input text to upper case

Javascript Objects
• JavaScript has several built-in or native objects. These
objects are accessible anywhere in your program and will
work the same way in any browser running in any operating
system.
JavaScript Number Object
JavaScript Boolean Object
JavaScript String Object
JavaScript Array Object
JavaScript Date Object
JavaScript Math Object
JavaScript RegExp Object

Number Object

Numbers in Javascript
Normally JavaScript numbers are primitive values created
from literals:
var x = 123;
// typeof x returns number
But numbers can also be defined as objects with the
keyword new:
var y = new Number(123); // typeof y returns object
var x = 500;
var y = new Number(500);
// (x == y) is true because x and y
have equal values
// (x===y) is false because x and y
have different types

var x = new Number(500);
var y = new Number(500);
// (x == y) is false because x and y
are objects and objects cannot be
compared

Numbers in Javascript
• Do not create Number objects. It slows down execution speed.
In general, you do not need to worry about Number objects
because the browser automatically converts number literals to
instances of the number class.
• Unlike many other programming languages, JavaScript does
not define different types of numbers, like integers, short, long,
floating-point etc.
• JavaScript numbers are always stored as double precision
floating point numbers, following the international IEEE 754
standard. This format stores numbers in 64 bits, where the
number (the fraction) is stored in bits 0 to 51, the exponent in
bits 52 to 62, and the sign in bit 63:

Javascript Numbers

+

• JavaScript uses the operator for both addition and
concatenation.
e.g., var x = 10;
var y = "20";
var z = x + y;
// z will be 1020 (a string))
e.g.,

var x = "10"; var y = 20;
var z = x + y;
// z will be 1020 (a string)

e.g.,

var x = 10;
var y = 20;
var z = "The result is: " + x + y; // z will be “The result is: 1020”

e.g.,

var x = 10; var y = 20; var p = "30";
var z = x + y + p
// z will be 3030

Javascript Numbers
• Not a Number(NaN): NaN is a JavaScript reserved word
indicating that a number is not a legal number.
e.g., var x = 100 / “Ten"; // x will be NaN (Not a Number)
e.g., var x = 100 / "10"; // x will be 10
we can use the global JavaScript function isNaN() to find
out if a value is a number:
e.g., var x = 100 / "Apple";
isNaN(x); // returns true because x is Not a Number
NaN is a number: typeof NaN returns number
e.g., typeof(x); // returns Number

Javascript Numbers
• Infinity: Infinity (or -Infinity) is the value JavaScript will
return if you calculate a number outside the largest
possible number.
•

Division by 0 (zero) also generates Infinity

• Infinity is a number: typeof Infinity returns number.

Javascript Number Object
• Properties of Number Object
Property

Description

MAX_VALUE

The largest possible value a number in JavaScript can have
1.7976931348623157E+308

MIN_VALUE

The smallest possible value a number in JavaScript can have
5E-324

NaN

Equal to a value that is not a number.

NEGATIVE_INFINIT
Y

A value that is less than MIN_VALUE.

POSITIVE_INFINITY

A value that is greater than MAX_VALUE

prototype

A static property of the Number object. Use the prototype
property to assign new properties and methods to the
Number object in the current document

Javascript Number Object
• Methods of Number Object
Property

Description

toExponential()

Forces a number to display in exponential notation, even if the
number is in the range in which JavaScript normally uses
standard notation.

toFixed()

Formats a number with a specific number of digits to the right of
the decimal.

toLocaleString()

Returns a string value version of the current number in a format
that may vary according to a browser's local settings.

toPrecision()

Defines how many total digits (including digits to the left and right
of the decimal) to display of a number.

toString()

Returns the string representation of the number's value.

valueOf()

Returns the number's value.

String Object

Javascript Strings
• JavaScript strings are used for storing and manipulating text.
• Normally, JavaScript strings are primitive values, created
from literals:
e.g., var CountryName = “Palestine"; // typeof x will return string

• But strings can also be defined as objects with the
keyword new:
e.g., var CountryName = new String(“Palestine"); // typeof y will return object

• We can use single or double quotes
• We can use quotes inside a string, as long as they don't match the quotes
surrounding the string
• We have to use \(backslash) to turn special characters in to string
e.g., var x = ” He was reading \“Alchemist\” by Paulo Coelho ";

Javascript String Object
• As JavaScript automatically converts between string
primitives and String objects, you can call any of the
helper methods of the String object on a string primitive.

Property

Description

length

Returns the length of the string.

constructor

Returns a reference to the String function that created
the object.

prototype

The prototype property allows you to add properties and
methods to an object.

Javascript String Object
Method

Description

charAt()

Returns the character at the specified index.

charCodeAt()

Returns a number indicating the Unicode value of the character at
the given index.

Concat()

Combines the text of two strings and returns a new string.

indexOf()

Returns the index within the calling String object of the first
occurrence of the specified value, or -1 if not found.

lastIndexOf()

Returns the index within the calling String object of the last
occurrence of the specified value, or -1 if not found.

Localecompar Returns a number indicating whether a reference string comes
e()
before or after or is the same as the given string in sort order.
Match()

Used to match a regular expression against a string.

Replace()

Used to find a match between a regular expression and a string,
and to replace the matched substring with a new substring.

Search()

Executes the search for a match between a regular expression
and a specified string.

Javascript String Object
Method

Description

slice()

Extracts a section of a string and returns a new string.

split()

Splits a String object into an array of strings by separating the
string into substrings.

substr()

Returns the characters in a string beginning at the specified
location through the specified number of characters.

Substring()

Returns the characters in a string between two indexes into the
string.

tolocaleLowerC The characters within a string are converted to lower case while
ase()
respecting the current locale.
toLocaleUpper
Case()

The characters within a string are converted to upper case while
respecting the current locale.

toLowerCase()

Returns the calling string value converted to lower case.

toUpperCase()

Returns the calling string value converted to lower case.

toString()

Returns a string representing the specified object.

valueOf()

Returns the primitive value of the specified object.

Javascript Strings
• String HTML Wrappers
• HTML wrapper methods return the string wrapped inside the
appropriate HTML tag.
Method

Description

anchor()

Creates an HTML anchor that is used as a hypertext target.

big()

Creates a string to be displayed in a big font as if it were in a <big>
tag.

italics()

Causes a string to be italic, as if it were in an <i> tag.

sub()

Causes a string to be displayed as a subscript, as if it were in a <sub>
tag

sup()

Causes a string to be displayed as a superscript, as if it were in a
<sup> tag

bold()

Creates a string to be displayed as bold as if it were in a <b> tag.

fontsize()

Causes a string to be displayed in the specified font size as if it were
in a <font size="size"> tag.

Javascript String Object- Example
• indexOf(): returns the index of (the position of)
the first occurrence of a specified text in a string:
e.g.,

var mystr = "Welcome to Department of IT, Tulmulla, Ganderbal";
var pos = mystr.indexOf(“Department“, 5); // pos will be 11

• Second parameter 5 is the starting position of search (optional
parameter)
• JavaScript counts positions from zero.
• Search(): searches a string for a specified value and returns the
position of the match
Difference between indexOf() and search()
• The search() method cannot take a second start position argument.
• The indexOf() method cannot take powerful search values (regular
expressions).

Javascript String Object- Example
• slice() extracts a part of a string and returns the
extracted part in a new string. The method takes 2
parameters: the start position, and the end position (end
not included).
e.g., var mystr = "Welcome to Department of IT, Tulmulla, Ganderbal";
var myslice = mystr.slice(11, 21); // myslice will be “Department”

•

If a parameter is negative, the position is counted from
the end of the string.

e.g., var myslice = mystr.slice(-20, -11); // myslice will be ????

• substring() is like slice(), except that substring() cannot take –
ve parameter
• substr() is like slice() except that, second parameter specifies
the length of the extracted part

Javascript String Object - Example

Javascript- Example
<html> <body>
<script type="text/javascript">
function Palindrome() {
var revStr = "";
var str = document.getElementById("str").value;
var i = str.length;
for(var j=i; j>=0; j--) {
revStr = revStr+str.charAt(j); }
if(str == revStr) {
alert(str+" -is Palindrome"); } else {
alert(str+" -is not a Palindrome"); } }
</script>
<form >
Enter a String/Number: <input type="text" id="str" /><br />
<input type="submit" value="Check" onclick="Palindrome();"/>
</form> </body> </html>

Array Object

Javascript Array
• The Array object let us store multiple values in a single
variable. It stores a fixed-size sequential collection of
elements.
e.g., var Mobiles = new Array( “Samsung", “Vivo", “MicroMax" );
e.g., var Mobiles = [“Samsung", “Vivo", “MicroMax" ];

e.g.,

var Mobiles = [ ];
Mobiles[0]=“Samsung” ;
Mobiles[1]=“Viva”;
Mobiles[2] =“MicroMax”

• Arrays are special kinds of objects. Because of this, we
can have variables of different types in the same Array.
var myArray= [ ];
myArray[0] = Date.now;
myArray[1] = "text";
myArray[2] = Mobiles;

Javascript Array
• Looping through Array elements

Javascript Array
• Looping through Array elements using for - in
<script >
var x;
var mycars = new Array();
mycars[0] = “Honda";
mycars[1] = “BMW";
mycars[2] = “Suzuki";
for (x in mycars)
{
document.write(mycars[x] + "<br />");
}
</script>

• Adding Elements to Array
e.g., var Mobiles = [“Samsung", “Vivo", “MicroMax" ];
Mobiles.push(“Nokia”);

Javascript Array Objecct
Methods

Description

concat()

Returns a new array comprised of this array joined with other
array(s) and/or value(s).

push()

Adds one or more elements to the end of an array and
returns the new length of the array.

pop()

Removes the last element from an array and returns that
element.

reverse()

Reverses the order of the elements of an array -- the first
becomes the last, and the last becomes the first.

sort()

Sorts the elements of an array

toString()

Returns a string representing the array and its elements.

splice()

Adds and/or removes elements from an array.

join()

Joins all elements of an array into a string.

Javascript Array Object- Example
• sort(): sorts the elements of an array.
Syntax: array.sort( compareFunction );
compareFunction − Specifies a function that defines the
sort order. If omitted, the array is sorted lexicographically.
e.g., var Mobiles = [“Samsung", “Vivo", “MicroMax" ];
Mobiles.sort() //sorts Mobiles array alphabatically

e.g.,

var Marks = [54, 37, 41, 45, 35, 40];
Marks.sort(function(a, b){return a - b}); // Ascending
Marks.sort(function(a, b){return b - a}); // descending

Javascript Array Object-Example
• splice(): can be used to add new items to an array
e.g., var fruits = ["Banana", "Orange", "Apple", "Mango"];
fruits.splice(2, 0, "Lemon", "Kiwi");
The first parameter (2) defines the position where new elements should
be added (spliced in).
The second parameter (0) defines how many elements should be removed.
The rest of the parameters ("Lemon" , "Kiwi") define the new elements to
be added.
For removing an element from an array use first parameter as index from where
the items are to be removed to be removed and use second parameter to
specify the number of elements to be removed.

Javascript Array Object -Example
• Concatenating Two Arrays
<html>
<head> <title>JavaScript Array concat Method</title>
</head>
<body>
<script>
var alpha = ["a", "b", "c"];
var numeric = [1, 2, 3];
var alphaNumeric = alpha.concat(numeric);
document.write("alphaNumeric : " + alphaNumeric );
</script>
</body>
</html>

Javascript Array Object -Example
• Joining Two Arrays
Javascript array join() method joins all the elements of an
array into a string
array.join(separator)
separator − Specifies a string to separate each element of
the array. If omitted, the array elements are separated
with a comma.
Returns a string after joining all the array elements.
var arr = new Array("First","Second","Third");
var str = arr.join(“; ");
document.write("<br />str : " + str );

Javascript Array Object - Example
• slice() method extracts a section of an array and returns a new
array
array.slice( begin [,end] );
begin : Zero-based index at which to begin extraction. As a
negative index, start indicates an offset from the end of the
sequence.
end : Zero-based index at which to end extraction
var arr = ["orange", "mango", "banana", "sugar", "tea"];
document.write("arr.slice( 1, 3) : " + arr.slice( 1, 3) ); //
mango, banaba

Date Object

Javascript Date Object
• The Date object is a datatype built into the JavaScript language.
• Once a Date object is created, a number of methods allow you to
operate on it.
• There are 4 ways to create a new date object:
new Date()
new Date(year, month, day, hours, minutes, seconds, milliseconds)
new Date(milliseconds)
new Date(date string)
e.g., var rightNow = new Date(); // represents current Date and Time
document.write(rightNow.getDate());

Javascript Date Object
• When we display a date object in HTML, it is automatically
converted to a string, with the toString() method.
e.g.,
<p id=“datedemo”> </p>
<script>
d = new Date();
document.getElementById(“datedemo").innerHTML = d;

</script>
Mon Apr 20 2020 17:50:08 GMT+0530 (India Standard Time)

Javascript Date Object
Methods

Description

getDate()

Returns the day of the month for the specified date according
to local time

getDay()

Returns the day of the week for the specified date according
to local time.

getFullYear()

Returns the year of the specified date according to local time.

getHours()

Returns the hour in the specified date according to local time.

getMilliseconds()

Returns the milliseconds in the specified date according to
local time.

getTime()

Returns the numeric value of the specified date as the number
of milliseconds since January 1, 1970, 00:00:00 UTC.

getDate()

Returns today's date and time

getMonth()

Returns the month in the specified date according to local
time.

Full list of methods of date object can be found here:
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/javascript/javascript_date_object.htm

Javascript Date Object - Example
<script>
var dt = new Date();
var hr = dt.getHours();
var min = dt.getMinutes();
var sec = dt.getSeconds();
var msec = dt.getMilliseconds();
var client_time = hr + ":" + min + ":" + sec + ":" + msec
document.write("Client Time:");
document.write(client_time);
</script>

Math Object

Javascript Math Object
JavaScript Math object allows you to perform mathematical
tasks on numbers.
Math object provides us properties and methods for
mathematical constants and functions.
All the properties and methods of Math are static and can be
called by using Math as an object without creating it.
e.g.,
var pi_val = Math.PI;
// gives the value of pi
var sine_val = Math.sin(30); // gives the value of sin(30)

Javascript Math Object
Properties

Description

SQRT1_2

square root of 1/2; equivalently, 1 over the square root of 2,
approximately 0.707.

SQRT2

Square root of 2, approximately 1.414.

PI

Ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter, approximately
3.14159.

E\

Euler's constant and the base of natural logarithms, approximately
2.718.

LN2

Natural logarithm of 2, approximately 0.693.

LN10

Natural logarithm of 10, approximately 2.302.

LOG2E

Base 2 logarithm of E, approximately 1.442.

LOG10E

Base 10 logarithm of E, approximately 0.434.

Javascript Math Object
Methods

Description

abs()

Returns the absolute value of a number.

ceil()

Returns the smallest integer greater than or equal to a number.

cos()

Returns the cosine of a number.

floor()

Returns the largest integer less than or equal to a number.

max()

Returns the largest of zero or more numbers.

min()

Returns the smallest of zero or more numbers.

pow()

Returns base to the exponent power, that is, base exponent.

ramdon()

Returns a pseudo-random number between 0 and 1.

round()

Returns the value of a number rounded to the nearest integer.

sqrt()

Returns the square root of a number.

Full list of methods can be found at
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/javascript/javascript_math_object.htm

Javascript Math Object-Example
Math.abs(): Returns the absolute value of a number
<script>
var value1 = Math.abs(-1); //  1
var value 2= Math.abs(null); //  0
var value 3= Math.abs(20); //  20
var value 4= Math.abs("string"); // NaN
</script>

Javascript Math Object-Example
Math.ceil(): Returns the smallest integer greater than or equal
to a number.
var value1 = Math.ceil(45.95);  46
var value2 = Math.ceil(45.20);  46
var value3 = Math.ceil(-45.95); -45
var value4 = Math.ceil(-45.20)  -45

Javascript Math Object-Example
Math.floor(): returns the largest integer less than or equal to a
number
var value1 = Math.floor(10.3); 10
var value2 = Math.floor(30.9);  30
var value3 = Math.floor(-2.9);  -3
var value4 = Math.floor(-2.2);  -3

Javascript Math Object - Example
var value1 = Math.min(-1, -3, -40)  -40
var value2 = Math.max(-1, -3, -40)  -1
var value3 = Math.pow(7, 2);  49
var value4 = Math.random( );  random number between 0
(inclusive) and 1 (exclusive).

Global functions

Javascript Global
The JavaScript global properties and functions can be used
with all the built-in JavaScript objects.
Properties

Description

Infinity

A numeric value that represents positive/negative infinity

NaN

"Not-a-Number" value

undefined

Indicates that a variable has not been assigned a value

Function

Description

isNaN()

Determines whether a value is an illegal number

Number()

Converts an object's value to a number

String()

Converts an object's value to a string

eval()

Evaluates a string and executes it as if it was script code

parseInt()

Parses a string and returns an integer

parseFloat()

Parses a string and returns a floating point number

Javascript Global Function - Example
• The eval() function evaluates or executes an argument.
• If the argument is an expression, eval() evaluates the
expression. If the argument is one or more JavaScript
statements, eval() executes the statements.
• var x = 10;
var y = 20;
var a = eval("x * y") + "<br>";
var b = eval("2 + 2") + "<br>";
var c = eval("x + 17") + "<br>";
var res = a + b + c;
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Javascript Global Function - Example
• The Number() function converts the object argument to a number that
represents the object's value.
• If the value cannot be converted to a legal number, NaN is returned.
• If the parameter is a Date object, the Number() function returns the
number of milliseconds since midnight January 1, 1970 UTC.
• var x1 = true;
var x2 = false;
var x3 = new Date();
var x4 = "999";
var x5 = "999 888";
var n = Number(x1) + "<br>" + Number(x2) + "<br>" +
Number(x3) "<br>" + Number(x4) + "<br>" + Number(x5);
1
document.write(n)
0
1587534032550
999
NaN

Document Object Model
(DOM)

HTML - DOM
• Every web page resides inside a browser window which can
be considered as an object.
• A Document object represents the HTML document that is
displayed in that window. The Document object has various
properties that refer to other objects which allow access to
and modification of document content.
• The way a document content is accessed and modified is
called the Document Object Model, or DOM. The Objects
are organized in a hierarchy. This hierarchical structure
applies to the organization of objects in a Web document.

HTML -DOM
• The HTML DOM is a standard for how to get, change,
add, or delete HTML elements

HTML - DOM
• The HTML DOM can be accessed with JavaScript (and with
other programming languages).
• In the DOM, all HTML elements are defined as objects.
• The HTML DOM document object is the owner of all other
objects in your web page.
• If you want to access any element in an HTML page, you
always start with accessing the document object.

HTML - DOM
• Finding HTML Elements
document.getElementById(id)
// Find an element by element id
document.getElementsByTagName(name) // Find element by tag name
document.anchors //Returns all <a> elements that have a name attribute
document.forms
//Returns all <form> elements
document.images
//Returns all <img> elements
document.links
document.body
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HTML - DOM
Changing HTML Elements
element.innerHTML = new html content
element.attribute = new value
element.setAttribute(attribute, value)

Method
document.write(text)
document.createElement(element)
document.removeChild(element)

Adding Event Handler
document.getElementById(id).onclick = function(){code}

HTML DOM - Example
e.g.,
<p id="one">My first Line</p>
<p id="two">My First Line</p>
<script>
document.getElementById(“two").innerHTML="My second line";
</script>
My first Line
My second line

HTML DOM - Example

HTML DoM- Example
<html> <body>
<script>
function f1() {
var n =document.frm.example.options.selectedIndex;
document.write(document.frm.example.options[n].text); }
</script>

<form name="frm">
<select name="example">
<option value=1>USA</option>
<option value=2>UK</option>
<option value=3>Japan</option>
<option value=4>Pakistan</option>
</select>
<input type=submit OnClick=f1() value=submit>
</form> </body> </html>

HTML DOM - Example
Assessing images and its attributes
<img src=pic1.jpg onMouseOver=new() onMouseOut=old()>
<script>
function new(){
document.images[0].src=pic2.jpg; }
function old(){
Document.images[0].src=pic1.jpg;}
</script>

Window Object

Window Object
• The window object represents the browser window.
• Can be used to open a Web page in a new window and to set the
attributes for the window.

• The window object represents a window in browser. An
object of window is created automatically by the browser.
• Window is the object of browser, it is not the object of
javascript.

Window Object
Common Properties
Document: It returns the document object for the window (DOM).
innerHeight: gets or sets the inner height of the actual content area
innerWidth: gets or sets the inner width of the actual content area
Frames: It returns an array of all the frames including iframes in the current
window.
History: It returns the history object for the window.
Location: It returns the location object for the window.
.
.
.
.
https://www.tutorialride.com/javascript/javascript-dom-window-object.htm

Window Object- Properties

Window Object
Common Methods

Window Object
Dialog Boxes
The Window object provides three methods for displaying simple dialog
boxes to the user.
§ alert(): displays a message to the user and waits for the user to
dismiss the dialog.
§ confirm(): displays a message, waits for the user to click an OK or
Cancel button and returns a Boolean value
§ prompt(): displays a message, waits for the user to enter a string,
and returns that string.

Window Object - Example
The open() method opens a new browser window, or a new tab, depending on your
browser settings and the parameter values

window.open(URL, name, specs, replace)
Parameters

Syntax:

Window Object - Example
Specs

Window Object - Example
<html>
<body>
<script type="text/javascript">
window.open("mywebpage2.aspx", "_blank", "width=100, height
=50, scrollbar=yes")
</script>
</body> </html>
Output: it will open new window loaded with mywebpage2.aspx
with width and height equal to 100 Px and this window will be
having a scroll bar
https://www.w3schools.com/jsref/met_win_open.asp

Window Object - Example
<html>
<body>
<script type="text/javascript">
document.write("Browser Version:“+ navigator.appVersion+"<br>");
document.write("<b>Platform: </b>"+navigator.platform+"<br>");
document.write("Cookie Enabled:"+navigator.cookieEnabled+”<br>");
document.write("Java Enabled:"+navigator.javaEnabled());
</script>
</body>
</html>
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